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Despite the tornados advance there was, for a moment, 

a mysterious silence as the scarecrow, only seconds 

old, gazed down towards the three children and they, 

in complete disbelief, gawked back.  None dared blink 

for fear the magic would end.  Then slowly, very 

slowly without muscle, tendon or bone the scarecrow 

turned towards the sound, that booming obnoxious 

sound that was no longer shielded behind fleeting 

sparkles of enchantment.  Upon seeing the        

cylindrical monster with lightning for hair and   

detritus for feet the scarecrow screamed with       

unpracticed vocal cords.  

     Unbeknownst to the scarecrow and temporally 

forgotten by the children, the magician, that giver 

of life, of consciousness, stared at his creation with 

mind unbelieving and mouth hanging agape between 

the boarders of his gelled goatee.  The massive      

orange cape that typically hung down past his    



knee-high black boots was now bubbling and rippling 

with the turbulent air silhouetting his sparkly red 

vest and black stovetop hat.   

     It may have been the orange cape or perhaps there 

was something deeper that attracted the scarecrow’s 

attention.  Perhaps it was nature and the instincts 

of a newborn reaching out towards a parent in a time 

of need, whatever the reason, the scarecrow howling 

unnatural cries of anguish and dread shifted his 

gaze from the swirling black horror to the magic 

man.   

     Their eyes locked for a nanosecond before the  

magician turned and began to run, away from the  

tornado, away from those horrific screams bellowing 

forth from that freakish, from that holy unnatural 

mouth made from rags and straw, away from his      

accidental creation.  

     The increasingly terrified scarecrow shifted his 

gaze back to the children.  Jessica, the youngest of 

the three, broke from reality.  Her mind reverted to 

a primordial state of simplicity and she too began to 

scream but her voice quickly faded, her skin turned 

pale and she lost the energy to stand as her eyes 

rolled to the back of her head.  Her brother Arnold 

aided her.  Their friend Jethro fought against his 

propensity for cowardice and managed, at least for a 



time, equanimity as was evident by his sluggish 

saunter towards his friends no more than a few feet 

away.   

     And still, the scarecrow screamed. 

     The tornado, taking no quarter, continued its   

advance, distorting the world including that old 

splintering post the scarecrow had been mounted to 

all summer long, as an inanimate construction.  The 

post began to jitter and sway, slightly at first then 

ever more violently.  The scarecrow too began to  

wiggle in an attempt to free himself from his  

mounted prison.  His screams, though louder, began to 

fade as they were muffled by the rising rumble of 

the ever advancing monster. 

     Jessica came to, not once but twice in her     

brother’s arms. Both times she saw the scarecrow and 

heard him and both times her eyes rolled to the back 

of her head.  All the while the beads of sweat      

bubbling from her brothers brow were instantly 

pulled off and away, scattered into nothingness by 

the dismantling power of the wind.  Jethro, still 

standing though his knees felt numb, managed to  

continue with a near normal respiratory rhythm, it 

was the best he could do.   

     Though the magician had fled a minute before he 

was still just several yards away from the children. 



His retreat had been ineffective.  His withdraw had 

been halted instantly as his legs fell inert save for 

two trembling knees, listlessly frozen in a runners 

stance.  There, in his statuesque pose, he wet his 

pants and trembled.  These two actions signified the 

limit of his physical capabilities.  His mental    

abilities were even less effective as they had slowed, 

numbed then completely petrified due to the fact that 

he, a con, a scammer, a fraud of the highest order 

had somehow made good on his promise of breathing 

life into the scarecrow. 

     And still the tornado closed its distance.   

     The child awoke yet again from that protected 

world of dream, unwillingly pushed back into the 

living nightmare.  This time, she did not faint.  

Jethro had, with great effort, positioned himself   

between her and the scarecrow, consciously shielding 

her psyche from that impossible truth, hoping with 

all hope she would not faint a third time and they 

could somehow, together, stage an escape.  

     After the two boys were satisfied with her ability 

to remain awake and stable, their attention shifted, 

Jethro’s towards Arnold and Arnold’s towards the 

scarecrow.  Then the boys eyes connected and without 

a word spoken, understood each other’s thoughts as 

friends often do.  Arnold stood and shuffled towards 



the scarecrow, fighting against the wind as if     

submerged in sludge, towards that magical,       

nightmarish creature crucified and screaming,    

hoping to somehow free him before the twisted    

darkness was upon them all.  Jethro wanted to follow 

but could not.  Fear held him, squeezed him, nourished 

him with paralyzing nectars as he watched his friend 

clasp his hands around the base of the scarecrows 

prison and begin tugging on that rotting old pole.  

     Jessica now on her feet, looked at the magic man 

trying to run then looked back towards the tornado 

and saw her brother trying to pull the post from the 

ground and Jethro edging ever closer to help his 

friend.  She stood in an undecided tremulous battle 

between fear-based-self-preservation and caring 

courage.  Then she alone witnessed the legs of the 

straw man tear away, ripped off by the invisible hand 

of the twister before they were quickly shoveled into 

its ever darkening mouth.  They were not chewed, they 

were just swallowed, and the scarecrow’s screams 

blared all the louder.   

     In that moment the magicians legs thawed and  

began to move, almost uselessly really, as if he were 

running in a dream, a horrible, terrible dream where 

the pull of the winds wanted, nay demanded he return 

to his creation where the two boys heaving and   



flexing their adolescent muscles began to feel the 

soil around the scarecrows post loosen.  The bottom of 

the pole, tattooed in earthly darkness, began sliding 

up and out defying the probability that those two 

kids actually held might enough to withdraw that  

gigantic splinter embedded inside earthly skin.  

     The scarecrow screamed, the magician with      

substantial effort marched in place and Jessica, 

scared and pale, turned slowly to help the boys      

despite her fears. 

     It became clear to the boys that they were not the 

only force extracting the spike from the earth.  The 

tornado had again extended its gusty hand, assisting 

the frantic boys in releasing the pole as was evident 

by its refusal to let go.  The boy’s wild excitement 

related the pole’s extraction ended before it started. 

The tornado’s grip persisted and endeavored to rip the 

post up with the straw-man still attached, away from 

the children hands, as if the legs were an appetizer 

and it hungered for the rest. 

     Jessica arrived just in time and jumped up,    

wrapping her arms and legs around the bottom most 

part of the post as it was being torn from Arnold and 

Jethro’s hands.  Her weight, though slight, was 

enough to bring the levitating pole back to the 

ground with a minimal amount of slivers delivered 



into the children hands, arms and in Jessica’s case, 

inner thighs, thanks due mostly to the fortifying 

dirt clumps encasing all those wet wooden needles 

that had been buried for so long. 

     The post slammed to the ground with a hollow   

ferocity so violent it was a miracle the children had 

only the wind knocked out of them instead           

consciousness or the integrity of their bones.  The 

scarecrows head, had it not been made out of straw, 

would have certainly shattered, but the impact's only 

effect was silencing the creature for the first time 

in its short existence.  He lay there staring up at 

the swirling skies before his gaze shifted down past 

his belly and met the little girl’s.  Together, they 

smiled.  

     The boys, shimmied along the crucifix with all 

efforts focused on keeping their weight heavy on the 

cross.  They gathered their breath while piling on 

opposite sides of the post where the scarecrow’s arms 

were still pinned.  Together they were able to keep it 

in place but their next move remained a mystery. 

     Arnold looked back and through his watery eyes 

he didn’t so much see the magician battling against 

the wind but saw his cape, that orange cloak whipping 

wildly in the storm.  His hat, (that of which Arnold, 

just minuets before under calm blue skies, had      



wondered whether there was a white rabbit living  

inside) had somehow remained stuck to the top of his 

head.  The magician leaned forward to the point his 

body was less that a foot from the ground, then he 

began to move backwards, stiff as a board, his boots 

actually carving through the field as if he were an 

enchanted tool meant to plow the fields for weary 

farmers. 

     Arnold shifted his gaze back towards the tornado.  

It was so close there was obviously no possibility of 

escape.  He looked at the scarecrow, still unbelieving 

he was alive.  His heart shined as he could see the   

creature smiling down at his little sister.  There 

was nowhere to go.  There was nothing to do but lay 

here and wait, wait to be consumed, wait to be         

destroyed, wait to be torn apart by the twister.   

     Then they all died.  The children and the    

scarecrow all died, eventually, years from now, but 

the magician… 

     It was his cape, that overly thick and long piece 

of orange cloth heaving and pulling towards the ever 

closing tornado in a tug-of-war between his    

adrenaline and the might of the twister.   

     A moment before the tornado was ready to yank 

the children and the scarecrow up into itself to be 

churned and dissolved out of history, they all caught 



a glimpse of orange passing by dragging with it a       

screaming man in a pair of black boots, and then, 

suddenly, inexplicably the tornado evaporated out of 

existence.  

     As if a switch had been flipped, the moment the 

magician was eaten by the twisting black winds, the 

bottom half of the tornado dissipated and the top 

half swirled gently into the heavens. 

     Inside the calm silence the children looked at 

one another and after a few moments of wondered  

disbelief, they began laughing.  It was an awkward 

laugh as they each took turns looking at the    

scarecrow looking at them.  All still living, most 

still breathing but non lacking that intense feeling 

of being scared to life.    

        


